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Biofield Analysis Saves Hawaii Vacation

Glen Swartwout April 11, 2014

Illness has long been a potential destroyer of vacation plans. Mark Twain
experienced this on his long anticipated return to the Hawaiian Islands. A new
Hilo health spa, Healing Oasis, used Biofield Analysis to find a solution for
one lucky traveller.

(Newswire.net -- April 11, 2014) Hilo, HI -- World traveler, Samuel Clemens, best
known by his pen name, Mark Twain, once wrote of the Kingdom of Hawaii:

"It is the only supremely delightful place on earth." (from his Letter to W. D.
Howells on October 26, 1881)

Hawaii Island has always been known as the Healing Island. When weather and health cooperate, Hawaii is a
Paradise for tourists. But when the traveller is under the weather, inside or out, even Hawaii can become a Paradise
Lost, as Twain discovered. When his health prevented him from going ashore to see his friends after 30 years away
from his beloved islands, he penned:

 

"Dear Mr. Whitney: -- Your long-delayed letter has reached me today, and I was very glad to hear from
you, and know that you are still hale and hearty -- which I am not; it exasperates me to have to say. I
was perishing to get ashore at Honolulu, and talk to you all, and see your enchanted land again, and be
welcomed and stirred up. But it was not to be, and I shall regret it a thousand years; for of course I
shan't get another chance to see the islands again. At least, I am afraid I shan't, life is so uncertain
now-a-days." (from "Letter from Mark Twain," reprinted in the Hawaiian Gazette on January 7, 1896)

 

Micah Pexa recently planned to show visiting friends from Japan and Belgium his parent's home island of Hawaii.
Unfortunately, ill health, the same serial vacation killer lamented by Mark Twain struck at the most inopportune time.

 

The party booked a double room for all four travelers at Hilo's newest travel destination, the historic Riverbend House,
which nestles next to the final waterfall of Hawaii's largest river, the Wailuku, which means "Raging Waters." Struck
hard by a head cold, Micah would retreat from his mates to stay at his parent's home in Hilo, but not until taking
advantage of the Sherlock Holmes-like health coaching that is part of the unique package at Riverbend House. The
house is also home to Healing Oasis, which teaches its unique methods of Accelerated Self-Healing to students and
clients around the globe.

 

After a brief 'first aid' session, Micah was sent home with the particular nutritional catalyst his body had responded to
in the health spa's unique biocommunication laboratory. The lab tests clients through both electrophysiological
methods on-site, and remotely via telecommunication methods of Biofield Analysis.

 

The next day, Micah wrote in the guest book, "Very surprised and amazed with the healing here. Came in with a pretty
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strong head cold, which usually takes at least 3 weeks to go away for me. Glen hooked me up to his machine and
found some weaknesses and some medicine (NAC) to balance it (lymph system). I had been so miserable all day, but
after taking this NAC, I woke up the next morning feeling almost completely better. Never gotten over a head cold so
fast in my life. Saved my vacation. Mahalos, Glen! Not to mention that this is an awesome place to stay. The energy
here is so mellow, warm, comfortable, and welcoming. Will recommend highly."

 

Biofield Analysis is the evaluation of the body’s energy fow. “Biofield” is actually the term preferred by the National
Institutes of Health to describe the body’s biological energy field. See this NIH reference for more on the theory
behind Biofield Analysis: Bioinformation within the biofield: beyond bioelectromagnetics.

 

The system of Biofield Analysis used at Healing Oasis was developed through 25 years of clinical research
documenting both the electrical and the non-local bio-communication effects of thousands of natural products on
human health. Measurements of electrical impendence on local participants are used to continuously calibrate the
non-local information signals received from an increasing number of clients around the globe. Now that the system is
becoming more popular, plans are underway to expand by training more health practitioners and health coaches.

 

Healing Oasis is Hilo, Hawaii’s new health spa, owned by Susan ‘Rae’ Luscombe. In addition to both electronic and
remote Biofield Analysis, Healing Oasis also features healing methods developed by NASA and the Russian space
program to heal all health issues in space without the use of pharmaceuticals. The healing facility is headquartered at
Riverbend House, a newly opened 4.6 star tourist destination nestled next to the final waterfall of Hawaii’s largest
river. It is a location with very special mana, being on the same block as the massive stone historically lifted by
Kamehameha the Great to demonstrate his Kingship. It is the perfect destination for experiencing historic Hilo town
on foot, as well as experiencing new methods of core healing.

Healing Oasis

351 Wailuku Drive, c/o PO Box 126
Hilo, HI  96721
808-217-9647
get.well@hotmail.com
http://tryunity.net
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